body to communicate with the external world. Taste is perhaps the sense we are most interested in.
How many different tastes do you think are there? There are so many different kinds of food that it seems obvious that there are many, many tastes. Take fruits: how different is the taste of cherries from that of apples, pears, peaches, grapes, melons, or strawberries? Or think about treats: are all cakes alike? Candies, gingerbread, cookies, toffee, biscuits, doughnuts, buns, chocolate bars: are they all just sweet? Do they taste only like sugar? Surely not.
Judging from personal experience, you probably think that there are many tastes, perhaps as many as there are different foods. But surprisingly, scientists have found that there are only five tastes: sweet, bitter, sour, salty, and umami (meaty or brothy). The complicated tastes of the foods we eat are due in part to the fact that we cannot easily separate smell from taste and, in addition to five tastes, there are hundreds of different odors perceived by the brain. The brain can interpret the combination of smell and taste signals as lots of different kinds of tastes.
HOW DOES YOUR BRAIN RECOGNIZE DIFFERENT TASTY MOLECULES?
How can we be sure that there are only five different tastes? So far, scientists have discovered only five ways of transmitting taste signals to the brain, corresponding to the five distinct types of tasty molecules that we already mentioned.
By using the language of scientists, we may say that, so far, researchers have only found five distinct types of receptors on the taste cells of the tongue, corresponding to sweet, bitter, salty, sour, and umami tastes [1] . Receptors are proteins on the outside of cells that can bind to molecules from the environment. The taste that most people, not only kids, prefer is by far the sweet taste. So, when do we experience a sweet taste? When a sweet molecule enters the mouth, it reaches the taste buds, special groups of taste cells on the tongue that look like flower buds. Some of these taste cells have only sweet receptors on them. When sweet molecules land on the taste receptor, they make the receptor change shape and send other chemical molecules inside the taste cell. This is shown in Figure 1 , where the red balls represent sweet molecules and the receptors are drawn as arrows with two arms on the surface of a taste cell (magenta). After a red ball lands on the receptor, the receptor changes shape, folding its arms, and an electrical signal is transmitted from the taste cell to the brain. It is the brain that will decide that a given electric impulse means "sweet," when we eat a piece of candy, or "bitter," when we take a medicine.
UMAMI
Umami is the taste typical of broth or meat and of many oriental foods; the word umami comes from Japanese and means delicious. You may also know it from the Pringles chips.
SIGNAL
An act that serves to start an action.
MOLECULE
The smallest part of a substance containing strongly bound atoms.
RECEPTOR
A protein on the surface of a cell that "receives" another molecule by binding to it and sending an electrical signal to the brain.
PROTEIN
A giant molecule made up by joining many amino acids.
WHY ARE SWEET MOLECULES SWEET?
What makes sweet foods taste sweet? All foods are made up of very small particles, called molecules. Certain molecules in sweet foods can activate the sweet receptors you have seen in Figure 1 , which send the brain the message "SWEET. "
Which molecules are sweet? When talking about sweet things, the first substance that comes to mind is usually sugar. Certainly, sugar molecules are sweet, but as we already mentioned, sugar is not the only sweet molecule: there are thousands of different substances that taste sweet, and not all of the sweet molecules look alike.
Many of the sweet molecules are sugars like cane sugar, which we all know, or fructose, which is the sugar that is present in many fruits. Other sweet molecules have different chemicals in them and have different shapes. An example is glycine, which is the simplest amino acid, one of the building blocks of proteins. The word glycine comes from the ancient Greek word "glykos," which means sweet. In Figure 2 , you can see models of some common sweet molecules with very different shapes. These models are drawn the way chemists used to draw molecules: the atoms are shown as balls glued together to form the molecules. In Figure 2 , you can also see pictures of the sources of the various sweet molecules: sugar cane for sugar, wisteria flowers for glycine, various fruits for fructose, and serendipity berries for the sweet protein monellin. (This protein was called monellin after the name of the Monell Chemical Senses Center in Philadelphia, were it was discovered.)
Beside natural sweet molecules that come from plants, there are also many sweet molecules prepared by chemists, like saccharin, which was the first artificial sweetener, and aspartame. Many of these man-made sweet molecules are used to change the taste of food and therefore are called artificial sweeteners. The taste of these molecules was usually found by accident, when some chemist 
FIGURE 1
A taste cell receives sweet stimuli from molecules (represented by the small red balls) that bind to receptors (represented by green arrows with two arms, on the magenta cell shown on the right side of the figure). Upon binding to the sweet molecule, the receptor changes shape, closing the two arms, and when it does this, it sends other molecules inside the cell. In the end, the cell transmits electricity to the brain to tell the brain that it found a sweet molecule.
ASPARTAME
One of most common artificial sweeteners. 
FIGURE 2
Atomic models of some natural sweet molecules: cane sugar, fructose, glycine, and a sweet protein called monellin. The atoms of carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen, which make up most natural substances, are shown as green, red, and blue balls, respectively. Next to each sugar model, there are images of the plants or fruits where they are found: sugar cane for sugar, several fruits for fructose, serendipity berries for monellin, and wisteria flowers for glycine.
did not wash his hands before going to lunch, but also because chemists in the 1800s were supposed to taste every new compound! This practice is potentially very dangerous, and these days, chemists no longer taste chemicals! For many years, scientists thought that there had to be specialized receptors in the mouth that were responsible for tasting food, but until a few years ago, nobody had found them. Now, the taste receptors have actually been discovered, and we understand their structure. The sweet receptor is made of two very similar proteins that stick together, shown in Figure 3 as the cartoon with pink and blue parts. The way the sweet receptor works can be understood by comparing it to the carnivorous plant called the Venus fly trap. As illustrated in Figure 3A , the upper part of this plant looks like a big mouth. When an insect enters it, the "mouth" closes and the shape of the plant changes.
Likewise, the upper part of the sweet receptor can "eat" a small sweet molecule, such as sugar or aspartame (represented in the figure as a green ball). As you can see in Figure 3B , when the receptor "eats" the sweet molecule, the receptor changes its shape. The closed shape, shown on the right, can send a chemical signal inside the cell. This chemical signal becomes an electrical signal and is transmitted to the brain, just like we showed in Figure 1 .
SWEET PROTEINS BLOCK THE RECEPTOR
Food has many components, but the most common ingredients are sugars, fats, and proteins. We know what these ingredients taste like: sugars are sweet, fats are greasy, and proteins are meaty (umami). Nobody would ever expect a sugar to taste like meat or fish, nor a protein to taste like sugar. So, it was an amazing surprise when scientists discovered, in some tropical plants, sweet proteins [2] . While most sweet molecules are small, like the ones shown in Figure 3B , proteins, including a few sweet proteins, are much, much biggerthese large molecules are called macromolecules.
The first two sweet proteins discovered, called thaumatin and monellin, are not just slightly sweet but much sweeter than ordinary sugar, up to 100,000 times sweeter. These sweet proteins have many strange properties. For instance, only humans and monkeys think they taste sweet. To other animals, these proteins are tasteless. It is thought that certain berries contain sweet proteins to attract monkeys. The monkeys eat the berries and then spit out the seeds, which can then grow new plants, helping the plants to reproduce.
At first, scientists thought that sweet proteins would bind to a different kind of sweet receptor than the receptors that bind small sweet molecules, because sweet proteins can be almost as big as the receptor, so they cannot enter the small cavities of the receptor the same way the small sweet molecules do (Figure 3 ). Now we know that there is only one kind of sweet receptor and it can recognize all kinds of sweet molecules, small and big.
How can these huge proteins activate the receptor, since they are too big to enter the cavity of the receptor where small sweet molecules enter and cause the receptor to change shape ( Figure 3B )? One possible explanation is that large sweet proteins attach to the outside of the receptor, when it is in its closed form. Closed receptors exist in tiny amounts on the cell, together with the open form, even when no sweet substance is around. In Figure 3C , you can see that sweet proteins behave as wedges, because they block the receptor the same way that a doorstop blocks a door from moving [1] . We can say that, instead of "feeding" the receptor, like the small sweet molecules do ( Figure 3B ), they "hug" it ( Figure 3C ). 
FIGURE 3
Comparison between the sweet receptor and a Venus fly trap plant. A. The carnivorous plant waits with its mouth open; after a worm enters it, the mouth closes. B. In its open form, the receptor mouth is open; after the sweet molecule enters the cavity, like when a worm enters the mouth of the plant, the receptor closes on the sweet molecule and changes its shape. C. Another mechanism to activate the receptor is to bind to it from the outside. A sweet protein, represented as a green wedge, blocks the receptor, causing it to stay stuck in its closed, active form. Sweet proteins like this are found in tropical plants.
CAN SWEET PROTEINS BE USEFUL FOR US?
Why do scientists study these strange molecules? One of the reasons is just scientific curiosity, but, in the case of sweet proteins, there is also a practical reason. In ancient times, the only way to sweeten food was to add honey. In the 1700s, sugar cane plantations became very common in the Americas and sugar became available to most people at a low price, making kids very happy. However, there is a downside: the excessive use of sugar is partly responsible for many illnesses, like cavities and tooth decay, diabetes (high blood sugar), obesity, and heart problems. Many people who like sweet food try to use artificial sugar substitutes that do not have the high sugar content. But, many artificial sweeteners may be dangerous to human health. That's why scientists keep looking for new sweeteners that are not dangerous. Sweet proteins may be the answer, because not only are they harmless but they are also so much sweeter than common sugar, so that they can be used in really tiny amounts. We hope that, in the future, you will help us to find new molecules that might reduce the risks that come from eating too much sugar. might want to be a part of the peer review process. I agreed because I think that science can be fascinating, and it sounded interesting to be a part of the process involved in getting a scientific article ready to be published.
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